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Introduction
Science & Society is relatively a unique field of study. As the name suggests it studies how scientific
discovery and its technological applications have their effects on our society, community, family,
individual, etc. We live at a time where the world is facing a large number of challenges. Pursuing the
study of science and society in order to understand the interaction between society and sciences is
particularly important. It gives an opportunity for the students to research upon the challenges facing
the society and understand the nature and complexity of the challenge
The theme ‘Science and Society’ is large and dynamic. Therefore the group of students and teachers
under each school are required to select a microscopic topic on a specific subject as the topic of the case
study. The area of study could also be in connection with the school campus. A few examples are given
below:
a. Case study 1 (Chemistry, Environment):
The effect of plastics near the school premises
b. Case study 2 (Biology, Food and Nutrition):
Body Mass Index (BMI) and nutrition: Analysis of 50 students and their food habits
c. Case study 3 (Mathematics):
Summary of India’s contribution to mathematics
Through this case study the students as a group under the guidance of a teacher get an
opportunity to specifically understand how science has had an influence over the school; be it health,
academics, sports, time management etc. It is also an opportunity for the students to understand
science in a better way through analysis and experimentation and learn how science can play a lead role
in enhancing the efficiency and productivity of not only the school as a whole but also teachers,
students and parents. Participation of students in this case study will lead to spreading of practical
knowledge from school to home. This is truly an important component of practical education.
It is important to understand how science can influence our daily lives on a day to day basis. This
can be done through pure observation and balanced analysis of a set of facts. As India aspires to be a
leader of the globalized world, Science India Portal, through this case study activity intends to inculcate
the behavior of impartial observation and critical analysis of scientific facts to the young and dynamic
thinking students through this group case study activity.
This group case study activity may seem challenging for a school student but it needs to be
taken as an exercise to improve logical thinking capability in school students. Towards achieving this
goal the school management and the Principal need to take a leading role and motivate students to take
up the case study and ask an interested teacher to guide the group of students. Having said that, the
above description is intended for the school principals and teachers to ponder over this activity and
explain it to the selected group of students in a simpler language so as to pursue this group case study
activity as an enriching schoolwork.
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Guidelines and rules:
1. All participating schools are compulsorily required to sign up at www.scienceindia.in and enroll
students to participate in the group case study activity (refer FAQ section in the website for
details regarding registration process).
2. E-submission of the group case study needs to be done only through scienceindia1@gmail.com.
Posting/couriering of case study need not be done.
3. Font to be used: Times New Roman
4. On completing the enrolment process, the concerned teacher is required to submit a very short
proposal in the below format to scienceindia1@gmail.com :
a. Topic of the case study:
b. School ID generated after school sign up / registration in the Science India Portal website
c. Name of the Principal, school, complete address and contact details of the school.
d. Name of the guiding teacher (not more than 2 teachers)
e. Name of the students along with class and division (Preferably 2 students each from 8th, 9th,
10th, 11th, 12th class).
f. Brief description of the topic (in not more than 150 words)
5. Science India Portal shall review and advice modifications to the proposal if necessary.
6. On approving the proposal one expert advisor will be nominated by the portal to advise the
school regarding the case study.
7. Only after the proposal is approved, the teacher needs to go ahead with the detailed case study.
8. The following steps can be followed in the deciding stages of the group case study:
STEPS
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

DESCRIPTION
Decide the
broad subject
of study
Identify major
problem area
or area of
study
Discuss in
detail the
problem area
and decide the
topic of study

HOW TO DO?
After selecting the students, the teacher may organize
a discussion and explain to them the case study
theme: Science & Society. The teacher is required to
guide the students and collectively decide on a broad
subject of study and identify the major problem area
of study that comes within the subject.
The topic of study can be decided after discussing the
area of study. If it is plastic then the topic of study can
be related to plastic waste management or reduction
of plastic waste in school premises or finding
alternatives for plastic or recycling of plastic etc.

Step 4

Collection of
data and
information

Collection of facts and information from books and
internet; through discussions, surveys, debates,
ground observations, experience sharing etc.

Step 5

Analysis of the
collected data

The data that have been collected need to be analyzed
through discussions and brainstorming. Ensure that all
the selected students participate in the discussions
and are within the decided topic of study.
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EXAMPLE
Eg: Chemistry

Eg: Plastic
Eg: Plastic Waste
Management: Inculcating
the values of Reduce,
Reuse and Recycle of
plastics in students
Survey: How many Kgs of
plastic waste is disposed
by students in the school
per day.
Types of plastic wastes
generated, present
method of disposal,
possible alternatives of
plastic
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Step 6

Possible
solutions to
the identified
problem

A realistic solution may be found. In case no solution is
found then possible alternatives to plastic can be
recommended. Strategy for the implementation of the
evolved solution.

Possible solutions: advice
students to reduce
bringing plastics to
school. If at all brought to
school it to be reused and
after reusing plastic it can
be recycled. (The concept
of 3R: Reduce, Reuse &
Recycle)

9. Drafting the case study after the necessary information has been gathered. The following format
should be compulsorily followed.
a. The front page should have the following format:

Group Case Study Report
on

Plastic Waste Management:
Inculcating the values of Reduce, Reuse and Recycle of
plastics in students

by

the students of
St.Joseph’s Public School, New Delhi

under the guidance of

Mrs. Purnima Singh
Teacher of Chemistry
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b. The second page should contain the complete name, class and division of the
participating students under the main heading ‘CONTRIBUTORS’. A group photograph of
the entire team along with school principal can also be added.
c. The content pages need to be as per the following guidelines
Divisions
1. Introduction
(150 words)

2. Background
(150 words)

Points that need to be covered in the case study draft
a. Identify the key problems and issues in the case study
b. Formulate and include a thesis statement, summarizing the outcome of
your analysis in 1–2 sentences.
a. Setting the scene: background information, relevant facts, and the
most important issues.
b. Demonstrate that you have researched the problems in this case study.
c. Review book readings, discussions, outside research, your experience.

3. Alternatives

4. Proposed
Solution
(150 to 200 words)

5. Recommendations
& conclusions
(100 words)

a. Outline possible alternatives to the existing problem in points
a. Provide one specific and realistic solution.
b. Explain why this solution was chosen. Can use photographs, figures,
graphs, quote other research materials and anything innovative that can
make the case study better understandable to the reader.
c. Support this solution with solid evidence. Consider strong supporting
evidence, pros, and cons: is this solution realistic?
d. Concepts from class (text readings, discussions, lectures)
e. Outside research like surveys, expert opinion,
f. Personal experience of students and teachers can also be added
a. Determine and discuss specific strategies for accomplishing the
proposed solution.
b. If applicable, recommend further action to resolve some of the issues.

d. The last page should contain references made for the case study.
10. On completing the drafting of case study report it needs to be thoroughly proof read and finally
emailed to scienceindia1@gmail.com
11. Selected case studies will be published through an e-proceeding.

For more details contact:
The Chief Coordinator
Science India Portal
Phone: 011-49032435
Mobile: +91 88262 99500
Email Id: scienceindia1@gmail.com
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